NO. 34 ARIZONA STATE SUN DEVILS VS. NO. 39 UTAH UTES

Fri. March 31, 2018 (12 p.m. MST)
George S. Eccles Tennis Center || Salt Lake City, Utah

UTAH 4
ASU 3

Doubles Finals:
1. Ruehl/Geerts (ASU) def. Cory/Benkaim (UTAH) | 6-4
2. Woolley/Weverink (UTAH) def. Rakotomalala/Bolla (ASU) | 6-4
3. Hannestad/Kirkman (ASU) def. Little/Hankuliyev (UTAH) | 7-6

Order of Finish: 1, 2, 3

Singles Finals:
1. Dan Little (UTAH) def. Michael Geerts (ASU) | 7-5, 7-5
2. David Micevski (UTAH) def. Benjamin Hannestad (ASU) | 7-5, 6-3
3. Makey Rakotomalala (ASU) def. Egbert Weverink (UTAH) | 6-3, 7-6
4. Santiago Sierra (UTAH) def. Andrea Bolla (ASU) | 3-6, 7-6, 6-2
5. Randy Cory (UTAH) def. Tim Ruehl (ASU) | 6-2, 6-4
6. William Kirkman (ASU) def. Joe Woolley (UTAH) | 7-5, 7-6

Order of Finish: 5, 3, 2, 6, 1, 4